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Abstract--In this paper, we continue the study of a class of structured matrices which may be 
treated as a generalization of the class of Hessenberg matrices. For this class fast recursive algorithms 
for solution of the corresponding linear systems are obtained. The implementation of algorithms is 
illustrated by numerical experiments. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we continue the study of a new class of structured matrices which was started in 
the paper [1]. This class contains uch well-known classes of structured matrices as Hessenberg 
matrices, diagonal plus semiseparable matrices and band matrices. The new class which is co 0- 
sidered here appears naturally as the class of matrices of input output operators for descriptor 
linear systems. 
Let R N = ( r i j} i , j= l  be a square matrix. Let n be a number such that the entries of upper 
triangular part of matrix R have the form 
x h r~j = gibij j ,  1 <_ j < i <_ N ,  
where gi are n-dimensional rows, qj are n-dimensional columns, b~ = bi+l . . ,  bj-x, j > i + 1, 
b × = In,  bk are n × n matrices. Then matrix R is called upper quasiseparable of order n and i,i+l 
the elements 9i (i = 1 , . . . ,  N - 1), hj (j = 2 , . . . ,  N), bk (k = 2 , . . . ,N  - 1) are called upper 
generators of matrix R. The definition of lower quasi-separable matrix and lower generators i
similar. 
In this paper, we consider the ease where matrix R is upper quasiseparable and strongly 
regular, i.e., all its principal eading minors are nonvanishing. In this case, we use the approach 
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developed by Gohberg, Kailath and Koltracht in [2] and obtain an O(N 2) algorithm for solution 
of the system of linear algebraic equations Rx -- y. A similar result is obtained for lower quasi- 
separable matrices. The implementation of the developed algorithm is illustrated by results of 
numerical experiments. 
1. DEF IN IT IONS 
Let {ak}, k = 1 , . . . ,  N be a family of square matrices of the same size. For positive integers i , j  
define the operation a~j as follows: a~ = a i -1 . . ,  aj+l for Y _> i > j + 1 _> 2, a~ = ai+l . . .  ay-1 
fo rN>j>i+l>2,  a × x = I fo r l<k<N-1 .  - -  - -  k+ l ,k  ~ ak,k+l 
We consider a class of matrices R for which either lower triangular part or upper triangular 
part has a special structure. Let R N ---- {rij}~j= 1 be a square matrix with entries in the upper 
triangular part of the form 
rij = gib~hj,  1 < i < j < N,  (1.1) 
where gi are n-dimensional rows, hj are n-dimensional columns, bk are n x n matrices. Then 
matrix R is called upper quasiseparable of order n and the elements gi (i = 1 , . . . ,  N - 1), hj ( j  = 
2, . . . ,  N),  bk (k = 2 , . . . ,  N - 1) are called upper generators of matrix R. 
r N Let R = { i j}i , j=l be a square matrix with entries in the lower triangular part of the form 
a × rij ---- Pi ijqJ, 1 < j < i < N, (1.2) 
where pi are n-dimensional rows, qj are n-dimensional columns, ak are n x n matrices. Then 
matrix R is called lower quasiseparable of order n and the elements pi (i = 2 , . . . ,  N) ,  qj ( j  = 
1, . . . ,  N - 1), ak (k = 2 , . . . ,  N - 1) are called lower generators of matrix R. 
The class of upper (lower) quasi-separable matrices contains lower (upper) Hessenberg matrices. 
If in (1.1) bk = 0 (k = 2, . . .  ,N  - 1), then we obtain a lower Hessenberg matrix. If in (1.2) 
ak = 0 (k = 2 , . . . ,  N - 1), then we obtain an upper Hessenberg matrix. 
2. RECURSIVE  RELATIONS AND ALGORITHMS 
In [1], it was shown that quasiseparability means some recursive relations for maximal subma- 
trices of upper triangular or lower triangular parts. These relations are essential in the derivation 
of algorithms. For completeness we present here these results with the proofs. 
LEMMA 1 .  Let R N --- {ri j  }i,j=l be an upper quasiseparable of  order n matr ix  with upper generators 
gi (i --- 1 , . . . ,  N - 1), hj (j = 2 , . . . ,  N),  bk (k = 2 , . . . ,  N - 1). Let us define matrices Gk (k = 
1, . . . ,  N -  1) of sizes k x n forward recursively and matrices Hk ( k = N,  . . . , 2) of sizes n x (N-  k) 
backward recursively as follows: 
G1 = gx, G~ = ( Gk- lbk  ~ , k = 2 , . . .  N 1; (2.1) 
k gk } 
HN = hN, I lk = ( hk bkHk+l ), k = N - 1 , . . . ,  2. (2.2) 
Then for maximal  submatrices of the upper triangular part of matr ix  R the following repre- 
sentations are valid: 
R ( l : k ,k+l :N)=GkHk+l ,  k=l , . . . ,N -1 .  
PROOF. The successive application of (2.1) yields 
( : 
= l ! . . . . .  " Gk = gk / Igk_  ~ \ gk / 
\ gk 
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Similarly, using (2.2) we obtain 
Hk+x = ( hk+l bk+lHk+2 ) = ( hk+l bk+ahk+2 bk+lbk+2Hk+3 ) 
x h x . = (hk+l bk,k+9, k+2 ... btc,,qhN) 
Moreover, relation (1.1) yields 
( glb~,k+lhk+l . . .  glb~,NhN ) 
R( l :k ,  k+ l :N)= " ".. " , k= l , . . . ,N -1 .  
\ gkhk+l . . .  gkb~,NhN 
X X Then taking into consideration the equalities bXm,t = bm,k+lbk, t for m < k < t one can conclude 
that 
glb~,k+ 1 
x h x R( l :k ,  k+ l :N)= b x .(hk+l bk,k+2 k+2 . . .  bk ,Nh lv )=GkHk+l .  
gk-1 k- l , k+ l  
gk 
Similarly, one can prove the following assertion concerning lower quasi-separable matrices. 
r N LEMMA 2. Let R = { iJ}i,j=l be a lower quasiseparable of order n matrix with lower generators 
Pi (i = 2 , . . . ,N ) ,  hj (j = 1 , . .• ,N  - 1), ak (k = 2 , . . . ,N  - 1)• Let us define matrices 
Qk (k = 1,.. .  ,N -  1) of sizes n x k forward recursively and matrices Pk (k = N , . .  . ,2) of sizes 
( N - k) x n backward recursively as follows: 
Q1 = ql, Qk = ( akQk-lqk ), k = 2, . . . ,  N - 1; 
( Pk ) k=N- i , . . . ,2 .  
PN = PN, Pk ---- Pk+lak ' 
Then for maximal submatrices of the lower triangular part of matrix R the following represen- 
tations are valid: 
R(k  + 1 : N, 1 : k) = Pk+lQk, k = 1 , . . . ,N -  1. 
r g strongly regular upper quasi-separable matrix with upper generators Let R = { i j} i , j= l  be a 
g~ (i = 1 , . . . ,N -  1), hj (j = 2 ,• . . ,N) ,  bk (k = 2 , . .• ,N -  1). We consider equation Rx = y. 
Let Ak, 1 < k < N be the principal leading submatrix of matrix R of size k, AN ---- R. Let us 
denote yk = col(yj)~=l, let x k be the solutions of equations Akx k = yk, k = 1 , . . . ,N .  Then 
clearly yN .= y, x g = x. 
For diagonal entries of matrix R we introduce notations d k = rkk , k = 1, . . .  ,N .  We have 
A1 = dl, Alx  1 = d lx  1 = yl = Yl, i.e., x 1 = yl/da. 
Next, by virtue of Lemma 1, we have 
where 
Ak Gkhk+l ) 
Ak+l = Ck+l  dk+l ' 
Ck+l = R(k  + 1, 1 i k) = row(rk+l,1,...,rk+l,k) 
-AkXGkhk+ldk  1
dk 1 ) ' 
where dk = dk+a -- Ck+lAkaGkhk+l. The strong regularity means that dk # 0. 
l<k<N-1 ,  
and Gk are given by the recursions (2.1)• 
From the well-known inversion formula it follows that 
{ A-~ 1 + A'~lGkhk+ld'~lck+lA-~ 1 
A-~ll  
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For the vectors x k we obtain recursive relation 
xk+l = "~k+l~A-1 " k+l _.= A~: I  Yk+l 
--d~lck+lX k + dk-lyk+l 
Let us introduce auxiliary variable fk  = A-~IGk. Here fk  are matrices of sizes k x n. Then we 
obtain representation 
xk+l (xk+fkhk+ldk lck+lxk - - fkhk+ld -k lyk+l )  
= -d~- lck+lXk + d~ l yk+ 1 " 
For the variable fk itself from (2.1) we conclude that 
fk+l  Ak : lGk+l  -1 ( Gkbk+l 
= - = Ak+l gk+l .] 
( fkbk+l + fkhk+ld-~lc~+lfabk+l -  fkhk+ld-~I gk+l 
-d~lck+l fkbk+l  + d-~lgk+l ] " \ 
To simplify computations one can introduce auxiliary variables 
w k = fkhk+l ,  zk = dk l (ck+lx k -- Yk+l), /~k = fkbk+l ' Pk = d-kl(c~+l~k -- gk+l). 
Thus, we obtain the following method. 
ALGORITHM 3. Let R ~-  {rij}i,j=lN be a strongly regular upper quasiseparable of order n matrix 
with upper generators g~ (i = 1 , . . . ,N -  1), hj (j = 2 , . . . ,N ) ,  bk (k = 2 , . . . ,N -  1). Then one 
can find the solution of equation Rx  = y in the following way. 
1. Start with dl : rl,1, f l  = gl /d l ,  X 1 ~ y l /d l ,  gN = O. 
2. Find recursively vectors x k and matrices fk for k = 1 , . . . ,  N - 1 via 
dk+l = rk+l,k+l, ck+l = R(k  + 1, 1 : k), w k = fkhk+l  ,
dk = dk+l -- Ck+l wk, 
Zk = dkl(Ck+lZ k -- Yk+l), ~k = fkbk+l ' Pk = dkl(Ck+l~k -- gk+1), 
--Zk ' --Pk " 
3. The last vector x y gives the solution of equation Rx = y. 
An easy calculation shows that this algorithm requires N2(n 2 + 3n + 3)/2 + O(N)  flops, i.e., 
arithmetic operations of the form a ± bc, a ± b/c. 
One can obtain a method similar to Algorithm 3 by using Lemma 2 for lower quasi-separable 
matrix satisfying condition 
detR(k :  N, k :  N)  ¢ O, k = 1 , . . .N .  (2.3) 
ALGORITHM 4. Let R g = {rij}i, j=l be lower quasiseparable of order n matrix with lower gener- 
ators pi (i = 2 , . . . ,N ) ,  qj (j = 1 , . . . ,N -  1), ak (k = 2 , . . . ,N -  1). Let condition (2.3) hold. 
Then one can find the solution of equation Rx  = y in the following way. 
1. Start with dN = rN,IV, cN = pN/dN,  X N = yN/dN,  Pl = O. 
2. Find recursively vectors X k and matrices ck for k = 1 , . . . ,  N - 1 via 
dk-1 = rk- l ,k-1,  Ik-1 = R(k - 1, k : N) ,  w k = Ckqk_l, 
dk = dk-1 - I k - lw  k, 
Zk = (~kl(~k- lX k -- Yk-1),  ~k = dpkak_l, Pk -~ dk l ( Ik - l~k -- Pk-1), 
--Zk --Pk 
xk - l~  (xk_~_wkzk)  , fk+i ~- (~k_~wkpk)  • 
3. The last vector X 1 gives the solution of equation Rx  = y. 
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3. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
As an illustration, we present here the results of computer experiments with designed al- 
gorithms. We investigate their behavior in floating point arithmetic and compare them with 
other available algorithms. We solved linear systems Rx = y for random values of input data 
rij (1 <_ j < i < N); g, h, b, y. The following algorithms were used. 
(1) GECP--Gaussian eliminations with complete pivoting. 
(2) GEPP--Gaussian eliminations with partial pivoting. 
(3) GE--Algorithm 3 presented above. 
Algorithms 1-3 were implemented in the system MATLAB, version 4.2 with unit round-off error 
2.2204 x 10 -16. The accuracy of the solutions obtained was estimated by the relations 
fl~- ~EcPil lIRx-yll 
~= IIxGEcPII ' ~= ilYii 
where x is the solution obtained by the corresponding algorithm, xGECP is the solution obtained 
by the GECP method which we assume to be exact. The values of the input data we obtained 
by using the random-function. In each case, the condition number ~2(R) of the original matrix 
was also computed. 
In all experiments performed, the input data were taken randomly. The values of elements 
of rij (1 < j < i < N) were chosen in the range of 0 to 100, the values of g, h, y were in the 
range of 0 to 10, the values of b were in the range from 0 to 1 and the values of the diagonal 
rii (1 < i < N) were taken from the range of 0 to 1000. 
The data on time required by the above algorithms are also presented here. The author has to 
make a proviso that the test programs were not completely optimized for time performance. At 
the same time, these data can provide an approximation for the real complexities of the compared 
algorithms. 
We compare behavior of GEPP and GE algorithms. The results of computations are presented 
in Table 1. 
N ~2(R) 
20 2e + 2 
50 le + 4 
100 le + 3 
150 3e + 5 
200 7e + 6 
Table 1. n = 2. 
GEPP 
~y 
3e - 16 3e - 16 
2e - 14 2e - 14 
6e-  15 2e - 15 
6e-  13 le - 13 
le - 11 9e - 12 
4e-  16 
le -  15 
le -  13 
le -  13 
le -  12 
GE 
Ey 
3e - 16 
3e-  14 
7e-  14 
3e - 13 
2e - 11 
The data on time required by these algorithms are presented in the following table. 
Table 2. Time (seconds). 
N GEPP GE 
20 1.16 0.39 
50 16.30 2.36 
100 95.80 2.82 
150 294.38 8.52 
200 732.41 15.29 
Thus, one can conclude that for approximately the same accuracy the time required for the 
algorithm developed is essentially less than for the standard procedure. 
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